EMBODIED HOPE

A THEOLOGICAL MEDITATION ON PAIN AND SUFFERING
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HARD THOUGHTS ABOUT GOD

Not that I am (I think) in much danger of ceasing to believe in God. The real danger is of coming to believe such dreadful things about Him. The conclusion I dread is not "So there's no God after all," but "So this is what God's really like. Deceive yourself no longer."

C. S. LEWIS, A GRIEF OBSERVED

The LORD is near to the brokenhearted and saves the crushed in spirit.

PSALM 34:18

As the bridegroom rejoices over the bride, so shall your God rejoice over you.

ISAIAH 62:5

This book will make no attempt to defend God. I will not try to justify God or explain away the physical suffering in this world. Instead, I wrestle with nagging questions about our lives, our purpose, and our
struggles. How should we live in the midst of this pain-soaked world? How do we relate to the God whose world this is?

If you are looking for a book that boasts triumphantly of conquest over a great enemy or gives a detached philosophical analysis that neatly solves an absorbing problem, this isn’t it. Instead, this book aims to invite you into a larger conversation, a conversation greater than my family, and a struggle bigger than your pain and doubt. For while our pain, or the suffering of those we love, may cause us to feel isolated, these challenges remind us that we are actually part of the much larger stream of humanity. A stream that is all too familiar with physical pain.

ADMITTING THE COMPLEXITY OF PAIN

As a result of wrestling with her own suffering, or “affliction” as she called it, philosopher and political activist Simone Weil wrote that such experiences have three dimensions that cannot be forgotten: physical, psychological, and social.1 She emphasizes the importance of solidarity, the danger of isolation, and the crippling effects of despair that threaten those in pain. Her instinct to approach suffering in a way that attempts to weave together these various dimensions of our lives appears correct to me.2

Physical suffering often affects how we relate to God and others. For example, when a person’s body is completely worn out from physical pain, he or she can perceive God as cruel. Talk of God’s kindness can ring hollow, or worse, it can sound like a nauseating joke. The condition of our bodies does influence how we understand God and his ways. If bright lights or loud noises trigger chronic migraines for some people, wouldn’t they hesitate to join worship services that use those features? Avoiding bright lights and pulsating music may not testify to their lack of spirituality but to their survival instincts. A thundering organ may cultivate reverence for some, but it might foster painful physical reactions for others. Pain in our body often influences how we relate to others. While avoiding certain worship services because of physical reactions may appear unreligious to people who enjoy those services, this impression fails to understand the challenges of unrelenting discomfort.

One man who suffers chronic pain explained his common struggle on Sunday mornings at church: “I feel guilty for having to sit during ‘praise'
time. I know how it can look. I don't have any visible physical 'condition.' So, in addition to the physical pain that I am having to endure while trying to worship God, I am often wrestling with my own desire to not appear 'irreligious.' What some may imagine as signs of cool aloofness may in fact be acts of self-preservation and cries of despair. But we must, as Simone Weil urges us, remember how the social, psychological, and physical are woven together, mindful of how these circumstances also inform our relationship to God. These kinds of difficulties can roll over us like waves of the sea, creating particular and often awkward challenges for the believer and the church.

Limits are part of the everyday life of those with chronic pain. Sufferers may have to choose between a friend's engagement party and grocery shopping because they don't have the stamina to do both. This doesn't make them antisocial. It doesn't mean they are unloving. Their physical suffering places stringent limits on them every day. Limits that isolate and exhaust.

As we examine our suffering, we must do our best to maintain a holistic perspective. We must not pit the body against the spirit, the mind against the heart, the individual against the community. For our struggle is not ultimately with a single side of suffering but with how it affects us in our totality: from our relationships to our faith, from our bodies to our hope, from our mourning to our love. Central to the complexity of our pain is how it can affect our view of God.

TEMPTED TO THINK ILL OF GOD

Christians, perhaps even more than those without faith in a personal and loving God, can feel not just alone but abandoned during times of difficulty. It is one thing for sufferers to cry out to the great Unknown, echoing the unsettling words of Stephen Crane:

A man said to the universe:

"Sir, I exist!"

"However," replied the universe,

"The fact has not created in me
A sense of obligation."
Yet for the saint who confesses the personal God of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Mary, such moments of despair can bring the fear of divine indifference, rejection, or judgment.

One of the most powerful temptations Christians face as they go through suffering is, to borrow a phrase from John Owen, to have "hard thoughts" about God. By "hard thoughts" this Puritan theologian does not have in mind our honest questions that naturally arise amid struggles. We all have honest questions as we stand before God: Why? How come? What does this mean? When will it end? Such questions are not only understandable but healthy. Despite widespread misperceptions, Christian spirituality is not stoicism. Heartfelt cries and existential questions operate at the core of healthy theology, and suppressing them is more hurtful than a confession of ignorance. We will discuss this later when we get to the role of longing and lament. But what Owen has in mind is different, which is why these might be called "temptations" rather than merely honest struggles.

Whether first fostered from painful childhood experiences, heavy-handed preaching, or something else, we often imagine God in deeply problematic ways. When experiences of physical suffering persist, it is all too common to find ourselves plagued by distorted perceptions of God, making him appear tyrannical or even demonic. Such "hard thoughts" are temptations because they can lead us to ultimate despair and away from communion with the loving Lord. They are temptations because our suffering and struggle entice us to think ill of God, to imagine him cruel and brutish. As Owen comments, we are "apt to have very hard thoughts of him,—to think he is always angry, yea, implacable; that it is not for poor creatures to draw nigh to him." Such hard thoughts are destructive because they hide God from us, running counter to how the Father actually views his children:

The Lord takes nothing worse at the hands of his [children], than such hard thoughts of him, knowing full well what fruit this bitter root is like to bear,—what alienations of heart,—what drawings back,—what unbelief and turgidities [i.e., turning one's back] in our walking with him. How unwilling is a child to come into the presence of an angry father!

My wife describes feeling at times that God has more important things to deal with than one woman's pain. The needs of a suffering world require his
full attention, and she just needs to toughen up. Such thoughts, as she would say, are incorrect and only drive the sufferer to isolation from God. But sufferers commonly find these thoughts creeping in, twisting their image of the divine. God’s concern about such hard thoughts arises not because he cannot answer our questions or becomes defensive. No, they concern God because they keep us far from him.

This is the frame of mind that isolates us, distorting our image of the Creator and keeping us from knowing his compassion. Thus the sufferer, instead of seeing the Father, whose whole inclination toward us is love, mercy, and desire to commune with his children, sees in his place a false image of an angry, distant, austere being who can never be satisfied or happy. These false perceptions of the sufferers “are apt to impair and weaken their love towards him and delight in him.” When these misconceptions take hold, they throw cold water on the small embers of our love for God.

How can believers tossed and blown by the storms of life not succumb to false images of God? This question requires that we deepen our view of who God actually is and thus leave behind our own fears and the conceptual baggage about God we have casually acquired. Owen reinforces the claim that God, instead of being a harshly demanding and disappointed accountant in the sky, is in fact our own Father who, in his delight, always keeps a near and tender presence:

Is there any thing possible more endearing to the heart of a creature than to hear such a testimony as that, Zeph. 3:17, concerning the stability of the love of God, and its excellency. “The Lord thy God in the midst of thee is mighty; he will save, he will rejoice over thee with joy; he will rest in his love, he will joy over thee with singing?” God’s resting in his love towards his saints fixes their souls in their love to him.

Our legitimate dislike of shallow sentimentality about God raises our suspicion about this vision of God joyfully singing over his people. Yet these words come not from a sappy greeting card or a people-pleasing pastor but from the deep prophetic soul of Zephaniah, who knew God’s judgment on corruption and God’s concern over issues of injustice and neglect; he also knew of God’s faithfulness to his people and the hope that it held out. Our inclination to dismiss this imagery of God singing as meaningless
sentimentality is not a sign of our willingness to be realistic but of preconceptions of God informed by unbiblical impulses, such as those acquired from bad television and sloppy preaching. Take careful note of the places that the Bible’s descriptions of God make us uncomfortable, and ask why they do so. These observations reveal broader problems in our thinking and attitudes. These are the places to dig in and rebuild.

Zephaniah’s words call us to reconsider what we imagine God to be like, to ask how it might be possible that he rejoices over us with singing. Taylor is a boy who has been exceptionally empathetic since his earliest years. At twelve his heart remained tender and sensitive but also vulnerable to other people’s pain and sadness. One Sunday after watching just the first part of The Fellowship of the Ring, the preteen awoke around midnight because of the frightening images of shadowy horsemen and twisted orcs that now flitted through his imagination. He saw Frodo’s fear and darkness hovering over the land. He wept. He tried to console himself, to bring himself courage, but apparently it would not come.

Finally, upon hearing the tears his father, Michael, went upstairs in the middle of the night. Michael prayed, he rubbed his son’s back, and then he slowly moved toward the door. When his father tried to leave, comfort and sleep also instantly departed from Taylor. So the father returned, and this time he simply sat over his boy and sang softly. Evidently as long as he sang, the boy was able to sleep. As soon as he would try to cease from his serenading, the boy awoke. So the father stayed, he sang, and he eventually just nestled in next to the boy. The father didn’t sleep much that night, but the child fell into a deep slumber, both calm and grateful simply for the presence that was beside him and the voice that hung over him.

How is it that the heavenly Father, who is consistently described as “full of compassion,” might not show such concern for his daughters and sons? Why do we find it so difficult to embrace Zephaniah’s tender image? Isaiah similarly drew on such imagery, only changing the metaphor from a Father singing over his children to the promise of a husband delighting in his wife: “As the bridegroom rejoices over the bride, so shall your God rejoice over you” (Is 62:5). Why does this make us so uncomfortable?

How does God look upon us in our weakness, even in our sin? Is God really angry or wrathful with us, his children? His bride? What picture of
"This book will make no attempt to defend God....
If you are looking for a book that boasts triumphantly of conquest over
a great enemy, or gives a detached philosophical analysis that
neatly solves an absorbing problem, this isn't it."

Too often the Christian attitude toward suffering is characterized by a detached academic appeal to
God's sovereignty, as if suffering were a game or a math problem. But where then is honest lament?
Aren't we shortchanging ourselves of the riches of the Christian teaching about suffering?

In Embodied Hope, Kelly Kapic invites us to consider the example of our Lord Jesus. Only be-
cause Jesus has taken on our embodied existence, suffered alongside us, died, and been raised again
can we find any hope from the depths of our own dark valleys of pain. Drawing on his own fami-
ly's experience with prolonged physical pain, Kapic reshapes our understanding of suffering into the
image of Jesus, and brings us to a renewed understanding of—and participation in—our embodied hope.

"Elegant and accessible. ... Instead of giving Christian clichés or therapeutic platitudes,
Kapic testifies to the way in which the triune God's light shines in the darkness
of physical pain, chronic illness, and loss."

J. TODD BILLINGS, Western Theological Seminary, author of Rejoicing in Lament

"I am all too familiar with the topic of this book, having lived as a quadriplegic for nearly fifty
years and dealt daily with chronic pain. ... Embodied Hope leads the reader to the foot
of the cross, the only place to find true relief and healing. I love this book!"

JONI EARECKSON TADA, Joni and Friends International Disability Center

"Kelly Kapic's Embodied Hope is ... full of biblical realism, acknowledging struggle, confusion,
longing, and lament as human in a compassionate and humane way, centered in Christ and
his incarnation, suffering, death, resurrection, ascension, and second coming."

SIANG-YANG TAN, Fuller Theological Seminary, author of Managing Chronic Pain

"A famous Christian once described preaching as 'truth through personality.' By that definition,
Kelly Kapic's new book is powerful preaching indeed. Kapic presents a range of biblical expositions,
all filtered through his deeply personal wrestling with the ongoing chronic pain of his wife and some
of his other friends. Here is sermonic theology to comfort, console, and fortify your faith."

WESLEY HILL, Trinity School for Ministry
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